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X emphasize the inescnpability of the scarcity of
resources and the necessity for choice because many people
seem to believe that the scarcity of resources and the
resulting limits in our Defense budget are really the
invention of the Bureau of the budget, the Comptroller's
office, or the Appropriation Committees, They are not.
The limitation on our national resources is a fact of life,
like the laws of physics or aerodynamics. There are other
needs and demands for those resources besides the demands
of defense, and of expanding science and technology ....
Therefore, only & limited amount of resources is available
for defense. And it is our responsibility, both yours
and mine, military and civilian working together, to get
the most out of our limited resources by facing up to the
hard choices and helping those who made the decisions to
make the right ones. 1
So said Alain C. knthoven, Assistant Secretary of
*>efense, System Analysis, in a speech given at the I\aval War
College on January 6, 1963. This statement, regardless of one's
personal beliefs, presents a concise summary of the managerial
climate now prevailing in the Department of Defense. For every
existing or proposed plan for the expenditure of funds there are
many possible alternative courses of action that can be taken.
ioday's Defense managers require that each must be considered
or reconsidered, as the case may be, to ensure that the present
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possible under present: conditions, ih& tens* 'economical," as
it is used here, does not necessarily mean the expenditure of
the fewest investment dollars or even the cheapest way of
performing the function. I ather it refers to the most efficient
and effective way of achieving the given objective with an
acceptable degree of assurance.
whenever there is a desire to evaluate the economic flux
of the available resources, one area that is always scrutinized
is that of maintenance. Although this contemplation normally
encompasses the entire maintenance effort, both equipment and
real property, the scope of this paper does not. Xhis paper
has been restricted to equipment maint©nance, due to the size
and complexity of that endeavor, Xhe failure to restrict
further the scope of this paper within the area of equipment
maintenance might be validly questioned, However, following
the precedent of the writers of the available literature in
this field, no further restriction has been made.
The examination of equipment upkeep and repair as an
area in which the combination of resources can be improved is,
primarily, the result of two factors, cirst, the function of
maintenance consumes a very large portion of the total dollars
spent in the Department of Defense; therefore, there is a
greater probability of finding an opportunity to improve the
economic mh in this area than there is in an ares, where fewer
dollars are spent. -Secondly, when this atmosphere of u uut us
check our economic pattern" prevails, procurement funds for the
routine replacement of equipment are normally more difficult to

justify, are reduced, or are non-existent. In this situation
the only way that a service can meet its predetermined
requirements of having a given number of specific equipments on
hand and available for use is to increase or improve its
maintenance effort. Xhe extent to which this is achieved is
directly proportionate to the extent that the increased
maintenance effort extends the physical life of the items
invo Ived
.
In short, maintenance can be used as a substitute for
procurement; and it should be, so long as this is economical--
that is, so long as the current and future operating and
maintenance costs of the item being repaired 60 not exceed the
initial investment and future operation &nd maintenance costs
of the replacement item.
The situation described above creates pressures which
tend to change operating patterns and organizational structures.
When management, with a view toward effecting improvement,
wishes to examine or reexamine how well it has been performing
in an area or functional field, it must have information fed to
it by the organization, when the organization t« as diverse and
complex as the iiiepartment of Defense, management must also be
given assurance as to the validity and compatibility of the
data it receives. This usually means, "in conformity with
Parkinson 1 s l*aw, M the creation of new information and control
systems. Then, after the creation of the new systems, the
selection of common terminology, the implementation of any
rovements deemed desirable, and the setting of common

standards, it Is only logical to require a feedback system to
ensure continued sood performance • At the moment this
evolutionary process within the defense department is at the
stage oi activating the 'required" new systems. These systems,
whose purposes are adequately described by their titles, are the
jipment Readiness Reporting System, the Depot Maintenance
vrograswslng System, the Depot Haintenance Production Reporting
System, the >£aintenance Cost Accounting System, and the
intenance Management Information System. The actual
centralization that will be effected by these systems will in
large measure depend upon the capability of men and electronic
machines to standardize, to render compatible the data generated,
and to use this information for the accomplishment of the
organisation 1 s objectives
.
Lie this pressure appears to be the dominant one
generated by managements increased interest in equipment
maintenance, it is not the only one that exists. One department
of defense study group had this to say:
Material management, The ren&e of functions embracing
acquisition, control, storage, issue, and the disposal of
material, including, but not limited to such elements as
allowance, cataloguing* distributing, lovelin^, maintenance,
usage, and transportation; the full logistics life cycle
of any item, beginning at the design stage and proceeding
to consumption or disposal,*
*U.S., department of Defense, Office of Assistant
.-rretary of defense, Installation and Logistics, responsive
itomated Material riwasjuwwttt System 196B (A iriani. report of
iteriai iiana^ement Data System Study Group, I ovember, 1962,

In addition, the material manager will:
(1) Concurrently manage both the end item and it* repair
parts*
(2) Have a closer relation with maintenance, to include
the scheduling of repairable*.
(3) Have a closer relationship with industry regarding
technical data, engineering changes, product
improvement, etc*
(4) Have a closer relationship with his customers*
(5) Have full knowledge of, and participate in
ors&ni&ationai equipment authorisation; &nd will
have knowledge of equipment in-use throughout Be .
(6) Collect and use item usage data*
(7) Insure homogeneous groupings of items in realistic
quantity groupings*
(8) iarticipat© in research and development to satisfy
provisioning requirements.
(9) Operate, together with subordinate levels, under one
system, using standardised policies and management
concepts**
• •••.*.••*••••••*»•.••*••••••*
Maintenance will be aided through the following: codins
of military essentiality, item applicability and
relationship to the next higher assembly; comparable data
on operating systems will be applied to those in research
and development; repairable item stock levels will be
tailored more to Item characteristics rather than issue
rates; performance/failure data will flow through
maintenance technical channels for product improvement and




i',1-value Items* a category of repairable items of hi
unit cost or high investment level which because of their
extreme military essentiality require intense management
control throughout their useful life* ihis management will
include the maintenance of asset information to reflect
quantities in store, in transit, installed, and undergoing
repair.
*
1MMjl> P* i 1 2ihid*., p. iv*
3M43t> P- 31.

ihc identity of hi$h cost replacement and repairable items
will be related to program elements/resource categories end
inventory reporting must reflect investment in these major
areas by program elements/resource categories*
1
this approach combines centralisation with vertical
integration and will force the logistic manager's influence upon
the operating coiamander during the latter' s allocation of his
resources
.
In the face of these strong pressures for centralisation
and increased direction for those above, one might ask why one
should be concerned with the establishment of economical repair
limits, would it not be better and easier to wait and let the
new systaras managers take the lead? While there are several
good reasons for not doins »o t two are distinguishable as better
than the rest*
It is quite commonly accepted that hindsight is far more
revealing than foresight* because of this, it is not surprising
to find auditors , both internal and external, and higher levels
of management, who perform the review function, usin^ hindsight
to criticise the foresight of others* Over the years the Marine
Corps has often been taken to task for the methods used in
determining when an item should be repaired, overhauled, rebuilt,
or disposed of as being uneconomical to repair* Usually these
rebuffs of the methods then in vogue are not too violent, for
the critic seldom has anything to offer in place of that which
he does not like, lie frequently lets the whole affair go with
1J&£<k* P. iii.

7the va&ue comment that "there must be some better way of doing
it,*' The first reason, then, for attempting to find "the
economical repair limit" is that for the immediate future;
until the new Sfe£ maintenance systems become operative, the
Marine Corps is responsible for the manner in which it
accomplishes its work. The task of determining when to stop
repairing a piece of equipment is part of that work,
Taking a more positive approach, the finding of this
limit is important to the commander because in many ways it
dictates how he will allocate his resources, and what he can and
cannot do* i'o replace an item prematurely is to spend money
needed to buy other materials, io delay replacement unwisely is
to Qxpand dollars for a stream of services that are worth less
than was paid for them. Either action robs the commanding
officer of badly needed resources*
In view of the importance of this decision and the
arbitrary manner in which it is so often made in the Marine
Corps, it Is believed that much would be accomplished by
studying the repair-replacement policies, practices, theories,
and criteria that are used by civilian industry, in an effort
to determine if, or to what extent they are adaptable to narine
Corps use,
-eelfieally this paper- is concerned with;
(1) what theories are used by civilian industry
to determine the philosophy that governs the maximum
repairability of equipment items?

(2) What factors are used by civilian industry
in expressing these theories?
(3) What formulas are used by civilian industry
to determine th© interrelationship of these factors?
(4) what elements are used in these formulas?
(5) Are the theories and formulas used by civilian
industry applicable to the Marine Corps?
(6) 'hat constitutes a good repair-replacement
decision making system?
Three methods of research were utilised to gather the
data for the resolution of these questions, Lrst, a search
was made for literature in this field. Uexe, inquiries
containing six key questions vera sent to a selected list of
civilian corporations* The third &n& final xaethod of research
used was the interviewing of personnel who are actively
engaged in managing the Torino Corps Depot Maintenance System
at the Headquarters Marine Corps level.
In searchin& for writings in this field, the most
difficult problem encountered was that of semantics. Pertinent
discussions and corsaents were found under such titles as:
repair policies, replacement practices, capital expenditures,
capital investment, investment, or management. I otwithstending
the variety of titles under v?hich they wrote, most of the
authors were in agreement that the repair-replacement problem
is but one phase of investment policy. What was found that
surprised the writer was the lack of published literature that
contained originality of thought. This was especially

surprising when one considers the importance of the subject.
As Joel itaea has said,
Capital expenditure decisions form the framework for &
company* & future dftvelopaent and are a major determination
of efficiency &n£ competitive power. 1
Moot of the literature in this field was little more than
amplification and adaptation of the technique® developed by a
few creative authors.
There were several purposes in sendins questionnaires
to selected corporations, it was reasoned that the data
discovered in the literature should be verified or confirmed by
comparison with actual practices currently being followed by
American businessmen. Information that would disclose the
importance that top management placed on the repair-replacement
problem was also desired, furthermore, it was considered
desirable to learn the hierarchical levels and functional areas
that were responsible for the making of this decision. In this
regard ail inquiries were addressee to the president of the
corporation; as was expected, the majority of the replies (68%)
was signed by corporate department heads or higher. The titles
of the respondents also showed the role that the firm«s
financial managers played in this problem, it is not at all
surprising to find that the larger, more complex firms were
using the capital budget and financial controls as the vehicle
for making repair-replacement decisions*
ii nin 11 1 M i n«m«« i««lim»iii i ii ,i ir Uli i ii.i'i ii in i mm » nun rn iiii i I u no. m i i mm i,» im] «m»ii.»»«wh»i«m ihiii««.« ii i h i nmn n i m i n m i i
Ijoel- Dean* ''"Measuring the Productivity of Capital,"
fferya.rd, Eqrtfcnftfji ,fifv4*ft January-February, 1954, p. 120.
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The purpose of the interviews with the managers of the
Marine Corps repair*replacement decision making process was to
ensure a sufficient understanding of how the "Corps" performs
this task. This knowledge was desired in order to avoid the
perpetuation of a common failing of auditors—the proposing of
solutions with an air of expertise without knowing or
recognizing the problem.
As a result ©f these interviews it can be said with
certainty that the Marine Corps has a system for making the
repair*rep lacement decision. It may be further stated that
this system is working quite well, the crises and emergencies
that are experienced are more the result of the inability to
predict the future than of any inherent failures in the system
itself,
A criticism that might be made about the present system
is not that it will deter the Marines from maintaining their
traditional posture of readiness, but rather that it is based
upon empirical inference which "follows the grooves and ruts
that custom wears &nd has no track to follow when the groove
disappears*" I It mi&ht also be said that the present system
does not give the correct and obvious answer,
Replacement should be made when the required stream of
services will thereby be obtained at a lower total cost,
or when the improvement in service will be worth more
*U,o,, industrial College of the Armed Forces, Research
and t^vsloament . Vol, VIII: The ^cono^ics of National Security




than the increase in cost. 1
If should not be inferred that the managers of this
ft&rine decision making process sre not interested in finding the
"correct and obvious answer •** They are, but they also want to
keep faith with the Marine that will use the equipment; and
they do not control the entire process* "To be effective the
replacement program must be financially supported. "^ It is
quite logical, but often overlooked, that if one is to act
economically, repairs should not be made for lack of procurement
dollars, nor should new procurements be made because of a lack
of maintenance dollars* This is what is meant by the statement
that the replacement ram must be financially supported,
Anything less than full support will result in the decision
makers trying to ensure, through less economical means, their
ability to provide the 'troops" with the equipment which it has
been determined is required by them.
*A. A* Alehian, Economic Eeplacement Policy (Santa
Monica, California: The Sand Corp., April 12, 1952), p. 1.
2y.b,, i/epAftmaat of defense, Motor Vehicle aana^ement
Wto Bm .ftfpfpifw^y qg.^tftayffi i#z4*H$.&****§ ****** *T9,1ect
'Tm»t
, » . >.-,>artt en h *ana.i
transportation . September 14, 1959, p. 15;
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Were it possible to summon from the past a leading
business executive of 1350 and send him on a tour of
American industry, w© may be sure ha would greet with
astonishment the transformation that has occurred since his
day in the act of management. He would find, of course, a
tremendous increase in the specialization of managerial
functions, particularly in the larger enterprises. He
would find in the service of the executive a host of
unfamiliar mechanical gadgets—telephones,
intercommunication systems, typewriters, dictaphones,
mimeographs, and an endless profusion of accounting,
recording, computing, and tabulating machines. He would
find elaborate almost beyond recognition such management
techniques as cost accounting, production control,
procurement, scheduling, Inventory control, quality control,
job classification, sales promotion, market analyses, etc.,
to name only a few. He would find management well on the
road to professionalization, with numerous local and
national societies sponsoring a growing body of agreed
principles and accepted practices* In these and other
respects he would note a century of solid progress.
There is one managerial technique, however, in. which
our visiting executive would feel very much at home.
Indeed, it is probably the only one he could take over
without first bringing himself up to date. We refer to
the technique of analyzing the replacement of production
facilities. While the facilities themselves bear little
resemblance to their prototypes of 1350, the intellectual
process by which the modern executive arrives at a decision
on their replaceability is substantially unchanged. Given
the requisite familiarity with present day equipment, our
visitor could at once make analyses as good as the general
run.
That a technique has been substantially unchanged for
a century need not, of course, condemn it. Its
persistence may signify the attainment of perfection. In
the present instance, however, it is impossible to credit
this interpretation. *ar from perfection the prevailing
techniques of replacement analysis are not even




intellectual parentage, but are rather specimens of
industrial folklore handed down from one generation of
managers to the next. It is precisely because they are
folklore that our astral executive would have so little
to learn in this branch of business administration.
A good technique for analyzing re-equipment
proposals is, of course, only one of the requisites of
good equipment policy, it is however, & vital and
indispensable element, for if management lacks the means
to identify, within reasonable limits, the proper timing
of replacement decisions in individual cases, it
necessarily lacks the means to maintain the most
advantageous mechanization of its facilities as a whole.
That American industry is still relying almost exclusively
on primitive devices inherited from the past is not merely
an incongruity; it is a challenge to bring this retarded
sector of the managerial art abreast of the others .1
It is a fact that there has been some improvement of
American industry's equipment replacement policy since this
condemnation was written in 1950. However, as President Charles
i Steward, of the hachln* and Allied Products Institute, has
more recently said, the investment decisions for replacement or
modernization are "the most backward management area today . . •
the most backward because it f s the most difficult* "2 For the
reader who would like to examine the quantitative degree of
improvement that has taken place, the writer would suggest
that he refer to the MAPI survey of policies and practices for
equipment replacement and depreciation, to oln and Richard*
s
^Machinery and Allied Products Institution, MAPI
replacement Hanu&l (Chicago: Xhe Lake Side Press, R, C
Donnelly &nti Sons Co., 1950), forward.
2«Bow to Find the Moment When Modernization ^&ys Best,"
ftuslness ivsek, September, 1958, p. 100.
^Machinery and Allied Products institution, iwculpment
l^plA^m^t jg^De^pct^t^prrlpl^y and .ractlces f . f A






study of selected Texas banks,' and to Chapter IV of this paper.
The improvement that has taken place is largely the result of
two men: ^eor^e Terborgh, Research director of Machinery and
Allied Products Institute; and Joel t>ean, Professor of business
Economics at Columbia University* & Graduate .'ilchool of iiusiness,
and President of his own consulting fir,:;, Joel Dean Associates.
2
If, as William J. Kelly has said, "a s°od technique for
analyzing re-equipment proposals is, of course, only one of the
requisites of good equipment policy, "^ what does constitute a
good equipment analysis policy? Uean has said that there are
ten components to a capita 1*expenditure management program. He
has listed them as follows:
1. Creative Search for profitable opportunities . . .
inadvertent opportunities should be {supplemented by an
active program of seeking out $n6 investisating such
opportunities ....
2. .Um>t r^njte Capital £lans ... it is necessary to have
some kind of plan sketched out for the future no matter
how tentative ....
• «•**.*•« • .».•••••««•»•».*•••
3. 3hort ^an&e Capital fludaet . . . the short run budget
has several purposes ... to force operating management
to submit . i • capital proposals early ... to give
Indication of the company* s aggregate demand for funds
... to stimulate creative thinking . . • early in the
S«me, so . . . there will be . . . time for analysis . .
. • .
NSM&fe . ' t, aAd Baatoe Richard, equipment
Ifplacement I;oltcy foaon--. ; elected Texas aanks (--ureau of Business
ifsearch, University of Texas, I960}.
*«Sew to find the Moment When Modernization fays Best,
p. 107.
%© said William J. Kelly, a former President of
Machinery and Allied Products Institute, in the quotation cited
at the beginning of Chapter IX. See pages 12 and 13.
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4. Measure of Project Worth . . . this is the critical
component of capita L management ....
5. Screening and telect Ins • . • screening standards
should be set in the li^ht of the supply of cash availability
• • • the cost of money . . • the attractiveness of
alternative investment opportunities.
. «
6. Control of Authorized Out lavs . Controls are needed
... to assure . • . facility conforms with specification
... that the outlay does not exceed the amount authorized
• • • keep estimates of investment amounts honest • • • •
7* Post-mortems ... to preserve integrity ... to
provide an experience base ... a post-completion audit of
the earnings performance ... is needed. • , .
8. Retirement and Disposal . . . responsibility for an
investment project ceases only when the facilities have
been disposed of . . In a dynamic economy economic
life projections are necessarily imprecise ....
specialized assets may come to have more value to others
than to the company ....
9. Forms and Procedures ... an effective system of
capital-expenditure control must ... be implemented by
specialized forms, written project analysis, and routines
of approval ....
10. Economics of Capital fcudaietin^; . k>od estimates of the
rate of return on capital-expenditure projects require an
understanding of the economic concepts that underlie sound
investment decisions, as well as ability in estimating
techniques* Such understanding can be achieved only
through special training.*
sorga Terborgh, though more restrictive in his approach,
said basically the same thing when he set forth the functions of
good investment policy. These functions as he described them
ares
1. i*rovide a continuous and systematic review of
operations in order to spot investment opportunities.
*Joel i>ean, "Controlling Profitability," harvard
Business Review * January- February, 1954, pp. 121-123.
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2, trovide a reliable analytical technique for appraising
these opportunities*
3, Maintain a running inventory of desirable projects
ranked in the order of urgency.
4, Provide a post audit of its own analysis.
3
In the commercial world it is not desired that the
equipment replacement decisions be made in isolation or on the
sole merit of each individual case* Instead, it is desired that
each project, after its individual merit has been approved,
compete with all other projects that have met the minimum
standards set by the comf>any, for the resources that are
available, This attitude is not difficult to comprehend or
appreciate if you agree with Peter ±3rucker as to what is the
first duty of a business manager. He has said:
what is the first duty—and the continuing responsibility—
of the business manager? ... to strive for the best
possible economic results from the resources currently
employed or available, everything else managers may be
expected to do, or may want to do rests on sound economic
performance and profitable results over the next few years.
*
Referring back to the eighth component of Dean*s
capital-expenditure management program (page 15), the idea that
it is tha economic life of an item, not necessarily its physical
life, that interests the investment analyst can be observed.
Terborgh put his finger on the heart of the problem when he
i n II <«— iii i ii um i nun ii r i ii p.i.i . 1 mi i n ii i n .i n i i ii i i i i i.i i i , «i «n in i n
George If, Terborgh, business Investment Policy
(Washington, P«C«t MAPI), p. 2o»
eter F, i)rucker, "Managing for business effectiveness,"
IfeTWti aus^ess Hevfew, May-June, 1963, p. 53.
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ihere i© no bell that rin-»s when the economic life
of an asset expires, either for a particular function or
for good and all, nor are there any physical stigmata to
distinguish the dead from the living . . . *
What is the economic life of an item? how is it determined?
The simplest and most correct, but not the most helpful answer
is that the economic life of a piece of equipment is the length
of time that its use remains profitable. 2 a more descriptive
and academic answer has been given by Richard Vaneil, who said;
• • , the economic life of an asset has been defined as
the shortest of its (1) physical life, (2) technological
life, or (3) product-market • For most equipment
investments, the technological life is the limiting one.
3
An example that illustrates the difference between the
physics 1 life and the techno logical life of an item has been
given by Eugene iJrant, when he wrote?
,inaers often use the phrase "percent condition" when
referring to this impairment [deterioration] of
serviceability. ... this so-called engineering, concept
of depreciation has too often been misused in valuation
testimony. . • • statements have been all too common to
the effect that because sn old property has only 2%
impairment of serviceableness, it is 98% as valuable as
ever, or—even worse—that it is 98% as valuable as the
present cost of replacement with an identical property
'•-.'•winery -• -'.Hied Products Institute, A Dynamic
.frHftPWBFlft *'9JUMaLfrME WtPte (Chicago: MAFI, 1946), p. 11.
.uncil ot .search, Ministry of Labor and
Uaployment {fkm Delhi, India; Government of India, 1960) , p. 2.
<&ew York
%ichard ff« Vancil, uaasing of Industrial i^uloment
:
• tw- 111 1 1 iiook Co., Inc., 1963), p. 72.
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regardless of the fact that any appropriate replacement
might be a quite different and more economical property,
*
Xhe Machinery and Allied Products Institute phrases it
this way:
Durable goods require, during their service life, a flow of
maintenance expenditures which as a rule rise irregularly
with aj,e and use, Moat of them suffer a deterioration in
the quality of their service as time goes on • , . the
quality of their service may decline relative to available
alternatives even when it does not deteriorate absolutely,
2
A typical answer as to how to determine what the
economical life of an item is has been given by Russell ivead,
Planning director for Westinghouse Electric Corporation, who
say© ther® is "probably more soul-searching, and possibly more
crystal-ball technique in this area of decision than in any
other, "3 the most significant points that can be gleaned from
the above discussion are the need to plan ahead, so that the
alternative investments (replacements) are given equal and fair
opportunity In competing for the available fund resources; and
the need to determine the true economical life of the equipment
being evaluated. Of the former, &ean says;
* • • but so ions «• the company is making adequate profits,
the drive to have all capital expenditures selected on the
basis of profit maximisation is blunted; thus, I am aware
that maleins maximum profit is often not the sole or even
the dominant goal in managing capital expenditures,^*
l&igeae L, urant and Paul I. Norton, Jr., Depreciation
(New York: Xhe Inland Press, 1955), p. 14,
» dynamic i-quiament roiicy for America , p. 8,
30lm and Richard, p. 3.




Of the latter, . eter trucker says:
. • . every analysis of actual allocation of resources
and effort in business that 1 have ever seen or made
showed clearly that the bulk of time, work, attention, and
money first *oos to "problems" rather than opportunities,
and secondly, to areas where even extraordinary successful
performance will have minimal impact on results.
1
The truth of the matter is that there is no easy way to
determine the length of the economic life of a piece of
equipment, i^ven the moat commonly used methods of statistical
determination tend to give something other than the economic
life. In both the actuarial method and the turnover method? the
prediction is based on past retirements. If the items were
actually replaced at the end of their economic life, then these
methods would show the average economical life of the equipment.
if they were retired at the end of their physical life, which is
a more likely probability, then they would show the average
physical life. If the equipments were replaced somewhere between
the end of their economical life and the &n6 of their physical
life, their average age is somewhere in the twilight zone.
It is recognized that many factors must be considered
in determining the economic life of an item. However, because
some of these factors are indivisible or are so interrelated to
other factors that must be considered in making any repair,
replacement, or acquisition decision, no effort has been made
in this paper to list them separately. Rather, a combined
1Drucker» Harvard Business Review , p. 54.
rant and Norton, p. 44.
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listing of the factors that roust (according to the writers on
this subject) be considered by the businessman when he makes
his final decision as to which capital expenditures should be
made is presented in Table 1.
It is apparent that many of these factors cannot be
quantified, or, if quantifiable, the cost to do so would exceed
the value of the knowledge gained from it, Nevertheless, it is
the quantitative figure in dollars that businessmen understand
the best. Therefore, it is not surprising to find Philip
Scheuble, Jr., saying;
The usual starting point of a replacement analysis is the
determination of the annual cost savings or dollar profit
improvement afforded by the.new equipment, the comparison
with the status quo • • .
Dean also says, "The value of a proposed investment depends upon
its future earnings ."2
A listing of the elements that the various writers
recommend for consideration in making an estimate of revenues,
costs, &n£ the resulting savings is given in Table 2. As in
Table 1, not a single author used or recommended the use of all
of the items listed in Table 2; in fact, there was considerable
disagreement as to how or whether some of them should be used at
all. In examining the rationale of each author* s techniques and
the reasons they advanced for their choice of elements that should
1 Phi lip A. Scheuble, Jr., "How to Figure .ujuipment
Replacement,'* narvard business Review . September-October, 1955,
P* 83*
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irriorley of Replacement (Urgency of Rood)
Sufficiency of Overhaul (in Restoring Effectiveness &tv$
crvice Life)
'liability of Replacement equipment
laaminent Improvement in Future Squipasent
Service Life (Economic Life)
Alternate Uses
Cost Savings
Volume (Use to be mad® of the *quipiaentj
Future Cash earnings
Time Shape of Future Cash Earnings
Hot Savings
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liisk (Probability that the Estimates and Assumptions
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Maintenance inventory (Level Changes
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ietu- Xime Original Cost
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Bower Costs
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Tine Shape of Operating Item)
Costs Remaining Economic Li 3 id
and Hew Item)
Tine Shape of Laming*
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utilized are dependent on the
in malting the investment analysis*
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be used, an opinion was formed that the selection resulted more
from the writer's educational background, experience, personal
judgment, and the availability of the data, than from scientific
study,
in the preceding paragraphs the factors and elements
that are used in making the repair, replacement, or investment
decision Mere discussed as facts that exist. Nothing can be
farther from the truth. For reasons that they did not state,
the majority of the writers did not discuss the problem of
gathering the data, this is comparable to a doctor who
prescribes a certain medicine for one of his patients without
knowing whether or not it is available in the local pharmacy.
While not venturing any principles which govern the record-
keeping* Terborgh did say that;
, N » work of the investment specialist can be greatly
facilitated hy the keeping of records pertinent to his
analysis, such as .maintenance expenditures, .machine
hours y03^®^* down time, spoilage of work, and other
The maintenance of current and accurate property records
and the keeping of reliable maintenance and cost reeords are
essential to a controlled maintenance program, and are kept by
m&ny of the iarser and/or more progressive business firms, 2
However, as stated in a research project conducted by the
i
a
mi* ii awn i .«iiiiw ii ^iiw ,wiii«Wtt»«w«www»«M >i r iM»^ uMu tMmmtwmmmtmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmt*
^Terborgh, p, 22.
i.char*. anweil, **Controllin$ riant and t^uipment
6o»t«,- foSMJEffitoft 'fr««<imm , » «*ti .Cftntftoller's Handbook, ed,
Lillian Doris <&©w York: &>entice-;iaii, inc., 1950), p. 300,
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Ministry of Labor and employment, overnment of india
,
the expenditures incurred in repairs and maintenance is
an important influencing factor in the replacement of
fixed equipment • out firms generally find it difficult
to maintain separate accounts of repairs and maintenance
for individual items of equipment; at best they keep
accounts for groups of assets. 1
Eae forces that seem to have the greatest effect on the
task of re- .eepin&, ana which seem to create most of the
problems in this area, are the cost of record-keeping versus the
funds available for this purpose, the validity of the data that
has been recorded, and the use made of the information collected*
It costs money to maintain records and it is not often that the
expense can be justified if their sole use is for investment
analysis ihis is particularly true if the analysis action
occurs irregular iy or infrequently. The validity of the data is
affected, not only by the accuracy with which it is recorded,
but also because history never repeats itself—at least, history
never repeats itself to the extent that new assets have exactly
the &sm® cost expenditures as the old ones which they replaced*
in many organizations it is questionable whether the recordlr.
system is kept to record the data or the data recorded to
perpetuate the system. The importance of knowing the use to be
made of the information collected was stressed by ierborgh, when
he said:
Without a good analytical technique for individual investment
projects, no amount of system and organization can produce
i I m in i rm i I II il i n i n i i ii ^mmmmmm n n n I I I i in mm mini i m





satisfactory results. Once a $ood technique is adopted,
on the other hand, the creation of an appropriate
Administrative setup for its application is comparatively
simple. 1
In spite of the cost and difficulties involved, it is
desirable to make specific money estimates of the cost and
revenue flows that are affected or will he created by the
investment decision that is made, when the cost elements are
not available from records, or their validity is questionable,
an engineering or operation study is normally made* in this
respect there is no difference between a good operational study,
which consists of the same cost elements for one system
(technique or formula), and a good one for another; in fact,
the analyst does not need to know at this stage what formula
will be used*
knowing the factors and the cost elements used by modem
businessmen in making the investment decision does not
necessarily portray the rationale or process actually followed
by the decision makers* Vancil has summarized the repair-
replacement~ investment decision making process es follows;
In reaching a final decision about a proposed new
investment, most businessmen use some variation of a
two*»step approach.
1, Reduce as much of the information as possible to
quantitative terms and summarise it into one figure which
measures in some way the attractiveness of the investment.
^lMiLt> P* 82. It should be noted that Xerborgh does
not consider z&ny systems, other than his own, to be good.
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2. Use personal knowledge and experience to decide
whether the risk of Investment, and other subjective
considerations which are not easily measured are adequately
compensated for by the quantitative results measured In
step 1.
ihe second step is the more difficult one, of course, and
little practical progress has been made In helping the
businessmen to exercise their judgment on this phase,
*
It is the difficulty encountered in trying to accomplish
this second step that has motivated the more optimistic writers
in this field to review, revise, or invent techniques or
formulas that will facilitate the quantifying and interrelating
of the data used.
While not claiming that their techniques are scientific
in nature, the authors of the literature on investment analysis
are trying to use methods whose characteristics resemble those
of the scientific method as it was described by Alain Enthoven.
Those characteristics are;
First, . . , the method . . is an open, explicit,
verifiable self-correcting process . , ,
Second, • • • [the J method is objective • . . •
third, . • . each hypothesis is tested and verified by
methods appropriate to the hypothesis in question • • .
historically, et cetera • . . .
Fourth, • . . quantitative aspects are treated
quantitatively . . . . 2
and so it must be if there is to be further improvement in this





in the next Chapter the mechanics of the Investment




ISCm B OF UiVfcSTttfetilT AHALYi»LS
This country too has its quota of mechanical zombies.
One reason for this condition—though by no means the only
one— is a frequent lack of understanding by business
management of the principles properly governing the
economic life of a productive facility. There are
available, of course, a multitude of "replacement formulas,
but unfortunately most of them are too complex for the
average executive. Lven more unfortunately, they yield
widely different results when applied to the same set of
facts; hence it is often more difficult to decide which
formula is correct than to apply the one selected* For
these reasons it is not surprising that elaborate
mathematical procedures for timing replacement have only a
limited currency in American industry, i'hey yield in
practice to a simpler application of 'business Judgment,"
aided frequently in lieu of a more scientific formula, by
some simple rule-of-thumb test that happens to be favored
by the executive concerned. 1
The emphasis of study and improvement in investment
analysis has been in the techniques an<i formulas that have been
developed to quantify the results of capital expenditure.
However, before coming to the conclusion that this weighty
problem has been solved, let us consider what Vancil has to say:
/ quantitative measure of the attractiveness of an
investment project is nothing more than a collection of
assumptions and estimates about the future. A. good
analytical procedure for dealing with these estimates is
desirable, nevertheless, in order to summarize the estimates
into one or two meaningful figures and to avoid any flaws
of logic along the way . ...





However, because there have been improvements in the
analytical technique anci because it is desirable to have "good
techniques," "to summarize," and "to avoid any flaws of logic,"
it does not follow that the formulas in use today are either
logical or &ood.
Before examining the rationale of the six most commonly
described techniques, it will be helpful to review the objectives
that Dean and Terborgh have set forth for good investment
analysis systems* Dean said that:
. . a good yardstick of investment worth should summarize
in a single figure all the information that is relevant to
the decision whether or not to make the particular
investment, &nd none that is irrelevant* It should be
applicable to all types of proposals *n6 should permit
appraisal in terms of a single set of standards; also,
it should provide an index that is relatively simple to
compute; once the basic data on the proposal have been
assembled, the operating people should be able to measure
the project *s worth easily and without any newi to explain
how they do it. Finally, the yardstick should permit
simple adjustment to allow for ranges of uncertainty in
the earnings estimates, since one of the facts to be
taken into account is man's inability to see very far
into the future with any great precision.*
The requirements for a good formula, as they have been
2listed by ierborgh, are as follows:
1. It must solve the right problem.
2. Its assunr.pt ions must be clear and explicit.
3. It must project future deterioration and
obsolescence.
li>ean, "Controlling Profitability," Harvard Business




4. it must allow for different service values.
The allowance for obsolescence should cover service*value
obsolescence as well as cost obsolescence,
5. It must allow for income tax,
6. It must handle both present and future salvage
values.
7. It must accommodate future capital additions*
8. it must be adaptable to a wide range of projects,
9. it must provide a consistent ranking procedure,
10. it must be simple to apply.
The six theories that prevail in the literature are:
1. the intuitive Method,
2* The Strict ray-Out Requirement Method,
3, The Discount-Cash-Flow Method,
4, The Annual Cost Method,
5, The Present-Worth rethod.
6, Formula and Charts by Machinery and Allied
aciucts Institute.
Xhe Xntu^^ve method
km Intuitive Method, sometimes called the "hunch,"
the sixth sense , or even judgment , is condemned by all of the
writers in the field; and yet it is the oldest and most
frequently practiced method. Hhile disappointing, this should
not be too surprising, for prior to world war ii, the state of
our technology was not changing very rapidly, Xhe managers
past experience and the empirical data that had been accumulated
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were sufficiently accurate in projecting estimates of future
costs to be useful in making capital expenditure decisions. In
today's age of dynamic technology this is no longer true; to
make matters worse, the simple ratios and other mathematical
formulas are now less than adequate to evaluate the numerous
and varied alternatives that face the decision maker. ^o, just
when the businessman needed help the most, his traditional
formulas failed him and he had to rely, more strongly than
before, on "personal judgment**1 Intuition is not a solution-
it is the problem, for, as Business *eek h&s- antly put it,
"the trouble with intuition is, capable men don't agree. M *
*P,ft -^ctf layout ^u^remeny Keffood
The Strict Fay-Out Kequirement Method is also known as
the n short pay-off" and as the !Spay-off method.'' It is the
oldest of the formalized methods of ranking Investment
opportunities,* In its simplest form it is the expressed
relationship between the required dollar amount of the investment
and the estimated initial annual operating advantage from the
project. Its formula can be expressed as follows:
Pay-out Period -
.^t^,^
The annual advantage is divided into the investment to give the
pay-out period. Xhus, if the initial advantage is $3,000 and
i,f liiiiin§ Htffr equipment for Highest Profit,- business
% July 30, 1955, p. 84.
2Qls and kichard, p. 6.
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the Investment is $10,000, the pay-off period is 3.33 years,
ihis method has been criticized by most of the writers,
particulariy lerborgh, Dean, and Morton. Terbor&h has stated:
me basic idea of the device seems to be to find the period
of time it will take to recover the investment in a project
from the resultant cash flow available for thst purpose,
in other words, to find the cash break-even point • . • •
It must be obvious, first of ail, that the pay-off period
so deiined is not a gauge of prospective profitability,
but rather of the turnover rate or liquidity of the
investment .... Obviously the mere recovery of an
investment to cash yields no return at ail. If there is a
return, it must be because of additional receipts from
commitments over and above this recovery.
Xhe popularity of the short pay-off requirement is
unfortunate both for industry and the country. or, as
currently employed predominantly for periods of three years
or less, it is a drag on progress without justification or




. . . Is a misleading measure of capital
productivity
It can be used as a coarse screen to shorten the analysis
of the best and worst capital proposals. ayback, however,
has basic defects: it overweigha the importance of
liquidity, ignores capital wastage and fails to take into
account the earnings of the project after the initial
outlay has been paid back .... Payback, consequently,
is neither inclusive enough nor sensitive enough to be




This method is supposed to have the advantage of
simplicity, hut it is really not at all simple when full
«—»—— —i ' 'm i l II i Ill i I in H I I m il iimiii n i
lTerborgh, p * ..,-30.
2Joei £?ean . Capita i ^ audset in:n (Hew York; Columbia
University Press, 1951), p. 22.
3Joei Bean, Cftiffirql for ,Can|,ta^ Exp^d^tures C&ew





consideration is given to all of the factors that should be
considered* I cannot conceive of any situation where some
other method would not be better than this method,
*
he attitude of these writers is neatly summarized by
olas and Ftchard as follows;
Xhe strict pay-out • « * derives its importance not from
the intrinsic worth but fro** convenience of application—
as evidenced by its widespread use by executives in
channeling funds for capital expenditures*^
however, it is su&gested that businessmen use this
method In considering when the invested money would again be
available, after all, there is still some truth to the old
idage-.-'v'r*ffi aire in the hand Is worth two in telle bush," while
they did not state this idea in so m&sxy words, several writers,
who were more operationally oriented, hinted at it,^
MwmPTti&M&zfl®™ method,
Xhe &iscount«C&sh~i>'low Method, developed extensively by
Joel i>ean, has often oeen referred to as *' Dean's Method.** In
its simplest form it is known as the rate of return of the
investment, its underlying principle is that, if the true rate
of return of the investment is the rate which equals the present
1 . Norton, ^r,, j»gme ^ujBtrl^ practices in
Capita 1 uoods,*,. A.coutsit iQn^...mti..,m^Mc.mmLt » An evaluation of
Analytical iechniques o ineering ii«onomy v Papers of
.-ineerir; C -nemy Committee (Urbane, 111** American Society
for Lngineerins education, June, 1954) , p* 121
.
201m and BAehard, p. 8*
oheuble, Harvard business Review* ?. C5.
Also "Capital Sue gating--How to Use it Constructively, 11
/-.ssocjatlon offuonguUln^ flTOMIWfftf g45fi|jaeers Appprfr, 1958,
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value of out ley with present value of uniform cash earnings over
the life of the project, then the ratio of these flows, when
discounted at the true rate of return, is equal to unity, * The
following equation expresses the method of solution:
^
r »|,| (JL>n
where U » uniform cash earning flow,
r « true rate of return on the investment,
I * amount of investment, and
successive values of r are substituted on the right hand
side of the equation. '1'he annual earnings are
divided by the investment to yield the rate of
return*
in this form, as is pointed out by several authors, the equation
is the reciprocal of the pay»out formula*
11© several writers expressed a liking for the overall
approach of this method, lerborgh and the Machinery and Allied
Products Institute classified it as & rule of thumb device*
tfiey explained that this method gives no clue to the rate of
return required and that it states as false profits what may be
relief from losses caused \sy the unnecessary deferment of
replacement. 3 lerborgh goes on to say:
Any device or formula for replacement ana lysis that does
*Glm and Richard, p. 9.
Llton ,-encer and Louis Slegelaan, ^lanagement
Economics (Homewood, 111,: Kich&rd U t Irwin, Inc*, 1959), p. 389
\F1, Replacement Manual * p. 6,
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not explicitly nail down these variables ([future
development 8J by estimation and assumption is a snare and
a delusion, 1
the Annual Cost Method may be defined as a basis for
comparison for non-uniform series of money disbursements when
money has a time value. 2 ;\orton defined the objective of the
method as the determination, by means of replacement studies, of
the annual cost of owning and using one or more proposed machines
and of continuing to own and use a present machine. 3 f the
various methods of making the investment studies, the annual
cost of capital recovery with a rate of return seems to be one
of the more widely used systems.^
In computing annual cost, investment is multiplied by a
capital-recovery factor. The formula for the capital-recovery
factor (erf) may be stated as follows i
cr£ h*i$-°
where 1 » minimum attractive rate of return, and
n « number of years with Interest rate, i.
(Hew Yorks Columbia University cress
3ftorton» p # 122.
*©la and Kichard, p. 12.
»*t iTfoclyles of ^aaineejctoa -conoxay
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The following example from grant's work will Illustrate
the method more clearly:*
Machine A
Investment * $10,000
Annual disbursement in connection with
ownership * $2,000
Life of i-i«chine * 10 years
Minimum Attractive Rate of Return * 6%
Capital recovery at 6% - ($10,000) (0. 13587)- *1,359
Annual L-isbursements » jj.QQQ
Total Annual Cost » $3,359
Machine I
Investment * $7,000
Annus. 1 disbursement » $2,500
Life of Machine 10 years
Minimum Attractive iiate of Return * 6%
Capital Recovery at 6% » ( $7,000) (0, 13587) » $ 951
Annual Lisbursements * 2.5QQ
Total Annual Cost * $3,451
Thus it may be seen that Machine A has the lower annual cost.
Again i'erborgh has a comment to make;
It is not sufficient to us® a future life which gives the
lowest annual cost of owning and using the proposed machine,
because inadequate consideration is given to the fact that
year by year in the future the machines that will be
available for replacement may be expected to become better
and better in comparison to the machines available in
previous years.*
The Present-Worth Method
Ihe Present-^orth Method takes into consideration that
"a present-worth dollar is the value today of a dollar invested
at a certain interest rate, a given number of years from today. "3
I in i m i '" ' ' - " i«
^rant, p. 87
2otm and Richard, p. 13.
^Claude S. George, Jr., Management in Industry




ihe formula for computing the single-payment present-worth
amount may be given as follows;
-.esent-Worth of iioney « suture Honey jjxrun-
The present-worth formula is similar to that for the
calculation of the discounted-cash-flow method , which has been
previously described. The difference seems to lie in the fact
that discounted-cash- flow seeks an interest rate which discounts
future earnings to a present value equalling project cost, while
present-worth seeks a cost comparison, similar to the annual
cost method. thus, present-worth can be considered as a basis
for monetary comparison, as distinguished from the discounted-
c&ah- flow method* the present-worth factor for uniform annual
series payments may be considered as simply the reciprocal of
the capita i-recovery factor used in coaiputin;-. the annual-cost
method.
In spite of its discussion in the literature, Norton
contends that the present-worth niethod is seldom used in
competitive industry.
the MA^l Method, developed &n€i refined principally by
aeorge Terbor&h, is the most recent ®r& perhaps the most
encompassing formula that has been devised. i*ike most procedures
for assessing the merits of business investment proposals, t:
MaPX system is addressed to the two basic questions?




advantage from the project and by how much will it improve the
operating results of the business?
What is the investment merit of the project (rate
of return) »*
The approach that, to lorfoor&h and his assistants, seems
to make the most sense
. , derives the rate of return by comparing the initial
annual operating advantage, after income tax and
depreciation ., with the initial investment (the initial
net investment if there are disposals incident to the
project),*
the determination of this rate of return is not as simple
as it might appear, Ihis approach
would &ive the right answer if the correct figures were
supplied. . , * It may be possible to make a reasonable
estimate of the initial annual operating advantage from a
project. It may be possible to estimate satisfactorily the
investment required . , , possible to compute the income
tax chargeable against the initial advantage and to obtain
this advantage after tax, But it is not possible to say
what further charges should be made against this after-tax
advantage for the initial annual consumption of the project
investment. This is the missing link in the calculation
*••••***«»«••»» •*«,,,•»««•««•
Ihis is a real headache; not only is it an unfamiliar
magnitude to estimate (new investment, the operatl
advantage, and capital consumption avoided being by
comparison commonplace) ; it is crucially important. For
the result of the calculation is highly sensitive to
variance in the figure supplied.^
terborgh and his MAPI colleagues have given continuous
and imaginative effort to this task of providing businessmen
with a simple &n& quick method of approximating their projects 1
first capital consumption cost, *.*iis effort has led to the
Herborsh, p. 31. 2l£Mft» P. 34,
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creation of a set of standard charts. The charts themselves are
produced from an elaborate mixture of: the rate at which the
new project's earnings will decline; the service life of the new
equipment; its final value for sale, trade-in, or scrap; the
corporate tax rate; the company's depreciation system; the
ratio of the company's debt to its total investment; the
interest rate it pays on borrowed capital; and the after-tax
return it gets on equity capital,*
The MAPI charts have pre-computed all of these things.
They have assumed that a 25% debt ratio, a 3% interest rate,
and a 10% after-tax return on capital are about the normal for
most companies, there are three charts because MAPI offers the
analyst three general patterns in which the «mmito%6 of a new
machine will decline over the years of its service life. In some
cases the annual earnings predicted for the new machines will
have declined by one-half by the time they have worked half of
their service life; in others, annual earnings will have
declined by only one-third when the machine's service life is
half over; and in some cases, annual earnings will have shrunk
by two-thirds when half the new machine's estimated service life
is gone.
The logic upon which the MAPI Method is based is as
follows:
1 Ibid t . pp. 114-315.
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For most project* the absolute rate of return 1 cannot be
*
ftith the «ception of independent project* it normally
misranks even those for which it can be estimated.
*.«•••*•.#»•••••..•••••»••••
The ranging factor must therefore be some kind of relative
in view of the fact that there are numerous relative
returns for the same project at the same point of time, it
is necessary to identify the one that reflects the real
urgency of the project to the business.
.nee these returns are relative to going on without the
project for various period® of time, the basic problem is
to Identify the right period of assumed development.
Xh© worse the deferment with which a project is compared
(the larger the losses that would be incurred in its
absence), the higher the relative return, the better the
alternative, the lower it is.
What a project can make as against bad deferment alternatives
is of no consequence so long a© better ones are available.
Its real urgency is determined by what it can make against
its best alternatives.
*»•»*#•«•*»**»•*•»*»»•••»•••»
Since the best deferment alternative is the one relative
to which the return from a project is the lowest, the lowest
relative return obtainable is the measure of urgency.
Herborgh defines the two kinds of returns on page 39
by sayir;
Basically, there are two different kinds of returns from a
project, which we shall call '•absolute" and "relative* 1*
The absolute return depends on the eateeay of
.tfre revenue
ftUBW^Iftf-ltar thP PP9.1ftC3 9TOP v^ff ,^P«CT^4iTO ". ffi9fffr,S S^curr^
by It . Since there is only on® stream of revenue and one
of costs, there is necessarily only one stream of difference
between the two, hence only one absolute rate of return
based on these differences, Xhe relative return » on the
other hand, depends on the difference between having the
PP9jft6£.,gffifl Mtel&,MtotWW[J& ft>IT « epacWc ?®r^ ,0^ t^me.
Here there may be as m&a& rates of return as there are
possible periods of deferment.
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it follows that the problem of investment analysis is to
estimate minimum relative returns*
These minimum relative returns are the ranking factors we
are after.
*
These minimum relative returns are arrived at by
determining the minimum relative return for each project by
using the MAPI formula, this formula, which uses five magnitudes,
may be expressed as follows:^
j^tfe of Keturn.« 3±jb4 x 100 * %([without taxes; I




1 » net investment,
2 » next year operating advantage,
3 * next year capital consumption avoided (loss
in disposal value + next year's allocation of capital additions
required),
4 » next year capital consumption incurred
(depreciation of new item), and
5 a income tax adjustment,
Ihe actual mechanics of the M&JPl system consist of
recording the data which leads to the finding of these five
magnitudes on a prepared form, While MAPI recommends that each
firm usins this method develop a form that will meet its
lWPf P. 37. 2 Xftl4t» P. 60.
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particular needs, the form must:
1. Show the urgency rating of the project (the
next-year after-tax return on net investment).
2. Show the next-year gain from the project, in
dollars, ae compared with going on without it for the year.
3. Show the next-year net gain, in dollars, after
4. Show the next-year capital consumption.
5. Provide the data necessary to find the rate of
return on equity capital.
6. Make it possible to compute the rat© of return
on the gross project investment.
7. Show how much of the net investment will be
recovered to cash during the year as compared with going on
without the project. 1
The Machinery and Allied Products Institution believes
that their method offers certain advantages over other methods
of investment analysis. The advantages claimed for their system
ares
1* It takes future deterioration and obsolescence
into consideration,
2. it takes cognizance of revenue difference as
well as cost difference.






4, it provides a usable measure of the cost of not
replacing.
The very factors that are considered to be advantageous
by some people are often the same reasons why others dislike the
system* So it is with the first of the advantages listed above,
Joel isc&n is not enthusiastic about this method because "it is
hard to say that the method produces better guesses about the
effect of future obsolescence than tinkering with the average-
cost curve.* 2 He seems to feel that the average minimum-cost
rule could be misleading to those who are not wary because the
formulas used to compute the charts are based on the stiff
assumption that operating costs plus obsolescence inferiority
increase through time along a straight line. In discussing
reasons other than obsolescence which make the average minimum
cost rule unrealistic, i)ean says:
Changes in demand, competitive relations, and price
structure can restore value to a machine that by the
minimum-cost rule has become ripe for replacement.
3
However, these and many of the other unfavorable comments
that have been made seem to hinge on the fact that the authors
of the method are representatives of equipment manufacturers.
In recognising the limitations of their own method, MaJPX made
this comment:
I
i II M mi ——«—m ill I ik iiq——
—
mmtmmmmmm I I I )» 1 1 . 1 1 ——i—» n I —.—»«— II, i n m i
.. ., eplacement Manual . p. 16.




Certainly you are better off with a rationally contrived
guide to judgment , whatever its limits, than with the
hocus-pocus that now passes for replacement analysis, with
a #ood formula you will still miss the buli»s eye in
individual cases but you will develop over a period of time
a better average score than by shooting blind . in the end
it is your average that counts,*
in the preceding two chapters the aspects of the
investment decision most commonly discussed in the literature
have been described. The lack of current written material tends
to make one wonder whether new methods may have sprung up, or if
some methods may have been overlooked in the research process.
In Chapter Iv the results of a survey are presented from which
an opinion can be derived about the existence of such a
possibility.
XMAPX replacement Manual , p. 19.

GBAffta IV
A SURVSY OF K>UKTj££N CGRJ*QRATIOtfS
The routine replacement fallacy maintains that scheduled
periodic replacement of capital facilities is a practical
and profitable substitute for an individual investment
analysis of the economic desirability of individual
replacement. For example, many fleet owners replace motor
trucks on a routine basis (i.e., after a certain number of
years or a certain number of miles) rather than by finding
whether added net earnings from replacing an old truck with
a new one will produce an adequate return on the added
investment . *
One of the objectives of this paper is to determine the
factors which influence businessmen in making their decision as
to whether or not to repair or replace equipment items, Xhe
method that was chosen to accomplish this objective involved
researching the iiterature for a tentative answer. Ihe tentative
answer was then to be verified by specific Inquiries to selected
corporations,
in the preceding chapter a listing of the factors and the
elements has been given; however, it was seen that there are
different opinions and mixed emotions about how they should be
utilized. Fortunately these authors are not as divided in regard
to what it is that should be determined from these criteria, as
they are in regard to what the criteria should be. i'.oat of the
*an, MMeasuring the Productivity of Capital,"




writers are in agreement that it is the economical life of the
item and the rate of return that can he achieved which they are
interested in determining
.
lie the objective of the survey was to verify the data
found in the primary literature, it was by no means the only
objective. The purposes of the survey were to discover whether
the factors of the repair*replacement decision making process
(as discussed by the writers in the field) were actually used
in American business; if there were factors being used in
business which had not been described in the writings; what
importance businessmen attached to each of these factors; which
hierarchical level set the policy for equipment repair and
replacement; and which hierarchical level actually made the
repairereplacement decision.
In selecting the corporations to which these questions
were to be sent, three general guidelines were developed.
tfirst, the firms that were to receive inquiries had to be
ascertainable as owning or using a large number of operating type
equipments (versus manufacturing equipments)* Second, the
businesses were to have extended and diverse operations. This
was the ssost difficult of the guidelines with which to comply;
all of the firms replying have diverse operations, but in two
eases the size of the geographic area covered by their operations
was that of a single large metropolitan area, finally, the size
of the organization was a determining factor. All firms to which
inquiries were sent have property iequipment or operating assets)
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valued (after consideration for depreciation) in excess of one
million dollars.
A total of twenty-one corporations was selected and each
was sent a questionnaire consisting of six questions. Xhase
questions &r& the replies received are given in the latter pert
of this chapter. The majority of the business entities chosen
(iable 3) are engaged in renting, leasing, and/or providir
consultant service for motor transport fleet operations. The
prime reason for selecting firms involved in automotive fleet
operations and/or leasing operations is that organizations so
engaged are easily identifiable as meeting the guidelines set
forth above. Another factor taken into consideration was that
in many respects the problems encountered in managing a motor
vehicle fleet are more nearly parallel to the military situation
than other aspects of civilian business operations, £ut, though
similar, it would be incorrect to concentrate on motor vehicles
for this reason alone. Although the firms in this category are
primarily engaged in motor vehicle operations, they also lease
or manage aircraft, mining equipment, locomotives, bargee t
production machinery, and office equipment.
To enhance further the diversity of the survey,
information was requested from four other general types of
businesses* Two of these general categories are each represented
by a single firm. One of these corporations owns, leases, and
repairs (their own) railway cars of various types and models.
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transport supplies And personnel to off-shore oil drilling rigs,
ihis firm la presently operating In two oceans and is serving
four different geographically disbursed major oil fields,
Xhe inclusion of the third general type of business*-
that of office machines and electronic equipment—was stymied
when information which had been anticipated could not be provided
by the firm from which it had been solicited. The reason given
for the refusal was that "company policy' 1 prohibited the release
of this infornvation, since it was confidential,
Xhe final general type of business from which information
was requested was that of the petroleum industry. Xhis category
was selected because of the ease with which it qualified under
the rules of selection; in addition, it was desired to ensure
representation from firms with large formal hierarchies. The
inclusion of such organisations was desired because the
organisational structure of the Department of Defense is
characterised more by its magnitude and formality than by
anything else*
Xhe response to the inquiries was gratifying: 50% or
better in each general category and 66% overall. Of the fourteen
responses that were received, all but three materially added to
the findings of the survey. Of the three that did not contribute
materially to the survey, one firm pertained to the vehicle fleet
management group; one to the railway car leasing group; and
one to the office machinery &n& electronic equipment &roup. It
is felt that the lack of these three responses does not affect
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the validity of this study, particularly in view of the total
number of responses received*
All inquiries were addressed to the presidents of the
corporations. The purpose of this was to increase the response
and to see if, when the task of replying was delegated, any
pattern of hierarchical level or functional area would develop.
As was expected, such patterns did develop within the general
business groupings. The exact trends are shown in Table 4.
rmuz 4
TITLE OF R£SK>tfD£R BY
g^raagsssgr;^^


























^Corporations in this category also lease or manage
material handling equipment, busses, airplanes, helicopters,
locomotives, barges, mining equipment, production machinery, and
office equipment.
CO President was specifically identified as Vice
t resident of Operations*
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In the larger store complex petroleum firms the enswers
were provided by personnel bearing titles that would indicate
they perform controllership functions, as will be seen in the
answers to the survey's questions , these organizations know what
is meant by financial management, and they are using it as a
tool in maintaining control over capital expenditures*
The replies from the firms engaged in the operation of
equipment, primarily for the service of others , were signed
almost exclusively by top management officials. It can be
assumed that these are line personnel directly involved in the
operation of these assets* Within these organisations it can be
hypothesised that the investment decisions are less routinized
and more intuitively resolved than those in the petroleum
Industry. As always, however, there are exceptions; one of the
larger fleet management firms maintains detailed records on
40,Gt>O vehicles and has developed sets of specific standards for
the replacement of equipments, in spite of the techniques used,
management makes or reviews all decisions that are made.
indication of the importance placed on the investment
decision can be gained hy grouping the replies by the title of
the signer* .uch a summary is given in Table 5. The title
appearing most frequently in the responses was that of Vice
x* there were four of these* ihe next most common
titles were those of President and Comptroller, of which there
were two each. Adding to these the responses signed by the



















Director of Research and
Development 1
Federal Special vOpresentative I
Unidentified 1
Total 14
replies, or 64% that were signed by upper level (corporate)
management. This is taken as a positive sign that replacement
decisions are important and that they have a vital influence on
the "economic life" of the company itself*
Xhe actual questions asked and the replies received from the
individual firms are given below, grouped by general business
categories • The designations—Firm , Pica &v etc.—that
identify the individual replies do not identify specific
corporations. Under each question these titles identify
different firms. This has been done in order to respect the
confidential nature of some, but not all of the replies. With
the exception of Question 2, there are two tables immediately
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following each question and the replies thereto* Xhe first of
these tables is a summary by type of business of the number of
replies received, and the number of usable answers to the
question* Xhe second table is a summary of the actual replies
to the question*
Question Kmaber 1 *—V»hat criteria (factors) and/or policies are
used by your firm in deciding whether to repair or replace items
of equipment?
Petroleum Industry:





Availability of replacement items*
Legal considerations*
Comparative cost of repairs vs, replacement*
Safety.
Lost time and loss of production for each
method*
erating cost of resulting system*





Comparison of required useful life and
useful life after repair or replacement.
1 costs in present-worth dollars.
All costs in actual dollars*
tirm Q: Capacity of repaired item to function and
maintain competitive position vs.
replacement with updated new item.
Anticipated required life of item*
conomic advantage of repair.
depreciated value of item
Cost of replacement vs* repair.
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Operating costs (old end new).
osolescence.
timing replacement to attain the lowest
combined actual depreciation, operating
,
and maintenance costs,
rket value of trade-in.
Finn riginai cost of the item to be repaired.
The amount of original cost which has been
recovered.
Degree of obsolescence.
Cost of replacement unit,
stum expected from replacement unit.
.titionsii value or productive life repair
cost will add to repaired equipment.
Vehicle Fleet Management:
Firm A: Length of service.
Total mileage.
Firm B: Obsolescence.
Firm 0: epairs are made on the probability of
failure while vehicle is in possession
of lessee.
^placement accomplished on fixed mileage
schedule.
Firm £>; Obsolescence
Action that will result in total lower
cost per productive unit.
Utility gained by the repair cost.
Railway Car Leasin
?ina A: Fast experience.
tat ist lea i repair data.
Cost of repairs versus remaining revenue







LIES tO ^tHESTlQfl NUMiiEK 1




troleum industry® 4 5 125%
Vehicle I Uttt HtlBi,mwitti 7 5 71*
railway Car I-easing 1 1 10G&
Marine Iransportstion




*<jne firm returned t^?o usable answers*-one for
eieplor&tion and production operations and one for product
marketin rations
^Corporations in this category also lease or manage
material handling equipment, busses, airplanes, helicopters,













*iConomic ^valuation of Uo liars Involved
Alternative Possibilities
Availability of Replacement Items





Utility Gained by Repair Cost
Lost Time and Loss of Production
Market Value of Trade-in
Cost of Original Item
Amount of Original Item that has been Recovered
Timing Replacements to Attain Lowest Combined
Actual appreciation, Operation, and
Maintenance Costs
Cost of Repairs Versus Remaining Revenue







Question Kunber 2.—What weight or importance , relative to the
other factors, is given to each of these criteria?
Petroleum Industry;
rm A: The weight attached to each factor varies
with the situation; however, safety
and loss of production rank very high.
Firm ii: Obsolescence . . . 50%
luired life of item 2
conoiaic advantage of repair. . • 15k
depreciation* ........ . . 10%
Cost of replacement versus
repair ....... 5%
firm Ci Financial economics governs in making the
investment decision except when other
factors may be of sufficient importance
to warrant special consideration.
Firm i): liepair-replacement decisions are normally
made on the basis of the economic
evaluations, but other factors may
influence them*
The capital budget process interrelates
the factors listed in Question 1.
Vehicle Fleet : ianageraent
;
.rm Al whether or not to repair a vehicle depends
on the length of its remaining economical
life. It must be long enough for the
vehicle to earn sufficient revenue to
pay for the cost of repairs.
Firm hi ihe vehicles visit the ship only once a
year; therefore, repair work is
authorised atiid performed on the basis of
the probability of future breakdown.
Other Firms: Obsolescence is the controlling factor.
Hallway Car Leasing:
o accomplishment of repair work is
dependent u£»on whether or not the
remaining period of economic life is




; irm A: obsolescence is the controlling factor.
TABLa 8
NUMB&K Of USAJ USS 10 QUESTION MUMBLE 2
























aSee footnote a, Table 6, page 55.
bSee footnote b $ Table 6 f p&g& 55.
guest ion dumber 3.—when considering vhether or not to repair or
replace an item, what functions or cost elements are included in
the estimated cost to repair and the replacement costs of an
item?
i.etroleum Industry:
Firm Item F.O.B. supplier,
freight.
Las taxes.
Hand!ins » unloading, drayage.
.reparation or changes to existing facilities.
Loss of use by change-over.

-Firm ftt mbor—company or contract.
cerial and supplies.
lop expense, where applicable,
itdown costs.
Applicable prorates.
irchase price of similar item F.O.B. our
local storehouse*
Firm C: Comparative costs of repair© versus
replaeement
•
lont time and loss of production for each
method*
Operating cost of resulting system*
Vehicle Fleet ;4ana§ement $
Firm A: Maintenance Costs.
Depreciation.
Other Firms: the remainder of the firms in this category
are the ones that had previously
stressed the importance of obsolescence*
In these firms the length of the
economic life for equipments is decreed
by a managerial judgment decision. Ihe
lengths of the economic life that have
resulted from these decisions are such
that most of the equipments are replaced
prior to the time that they require
excessive maintenance. Therefore,
these firms do not concern themselves




NUMBER OF USABLE REPLIES TO QUEST ION NUMBER 3




Petroleum Industry* 4 3 75%
Vehicle Fleet Management® 7 5 71%






Total 14 8 57%
aSee footnote a t Table 6, page 55,




COST AFFECTim INVESTMENT ANALYSIS
SS i>Y COKP0RAT1OHS SUKV
seas




s and Draya&e Charges
operation or Changes to existing Facilities
loss of Use by Change-over
Labor—Company or Contract
Materials and Supplies




Lost Time for Each Method
loss of rreduction for Each Method
Operating Cost of Resulting System
rociation
obsolescence
MVR r . Ml
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Question number 4.—' /hat hierarchical level of the organization
determines the criteria and policies to be followed in repairing
or replacing items of equipment?
Petroleum Industry:
Firm At Policy is established at the higher levels
of management:.
Firm 8: All company policy is determined at the
ard of directors-Officers level,
^sequent ly t the corporate engineering,
purchasing *. and comptroller departments
.
along with the managements of the
operating companies and subsidiaries
jointly establish criteria for making
the repair-replacement decision,
rm C
and D: policies are decided at the management
level.
Vehicle Fleet management:
.jam A: nicies are normally set by management,
usually a Vice President (in charge of
.eet) or the Traffic Manager* However,
it is more desirable to have the traffic
manager of the fleet set the policy
because he has a more intimate knowledge
of the actual physical condition of the
fleet*
Firm Si Kepiacement policy is established (based on
obsolescence) at national headquarters.
The regional managers establish the
repair policy to be followed in their
respective regions*
Firm C: Criteria are measured and policy
recommended at the departmental level*
A policy CGKsmittee, consisting of senior
2e Presidents* rejects or accepts the
recommended policy. If accepted, the
policy is then embodied into the overall





Firm A: Annually the accounting department reviews
the repair costs by car, by group, and
by age* It then submits its comments
on the preceding year 1 s practices an6
sugsests areas for change to top
management. Management then approves
or rejects the suggested changes*
TABLE 11




























*See footnote s f Table 6, pa&e 55.





HUEaA&CHIGAL L WHICH PGUCY IS Pi
Number of
Item Firms reporting
oiicy S*€ by .oment 4
oiicy .-sained at the Board of
Directors-Officer Level 1
Replacement ?olicy Set by National
Headquarters; ftepair Policy
Set by regional Managers 1
Policy : ^commanded by Departments,
proved by Management 1
iicy Recommended by Departments,
Approved by i^licy Committee
(Senior Vice Presidents) JL
;>tal 8
question dumber 5.—Which hierarchical level is authorised to





rm As The authority to make this decision depends
upon established policy and the dollar
amounts involved* It ranges from the
Chairman of the Board to field
supervisors
#
jem 3: The decision to repair or replace a
rticular equipment item can be made
at a number of levels subject to
specific dollar limitations. The lowest
level authorized to make this decision
is a field superintendent.
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Firm C: i answer to this question depends upon
the costs involved* Small jobs can be
decided by a for«c*an or superintendent
.
Firm D: It will vary with the project and equipment
under review . within policy end
authorities for expenditure field
executives may make the decision.
Firm If Within the limits of a well established
policy, a decision to repair equipment
is frequently made by individuals at a
relatively low level in the
organizational structure.
Vehicle Fleet Managent:
he service manager makes the repair
decisions* when he has doubts about
the desirability of making • repair,
he refers the decision to a higher
organizational level,
iianageaent makes the decision using "needs"
as the criteria, rather than a pre-set
policy.
Firm Ct Within the framework cf a national
purchasing program, regional managers
retain complete control in re»ard to




frirm The Hechanicai Division ha© full authority
to make decisions on individual repairs,
Xhey are aided by the Financial Division,
which furnishes cost data; and the
Sales Department, which furnishes
demand, rental, axi-d term data, i^ars©





NUMBER OF USABLE RSPUS25 TO QUESTION NUMBER 5




itroleum Industry3 4 5 125%
Vehicle Fleet Hanagementb 7 3 43%
aiiway Car Leasing 1 1 100%
Marine Transportation








aSee footnote a, Table 6, page 55.
' iee footnote b, Table 6, page 55,<s
TABLE 14
HIERARCHICAL LEVEL AT WHICH THE REPAIR-REPLACEMENT
DECISION IS MADE
Decision Making Level Number of Firms reporting
Operating Level










{Question dumber 6*—Are statistical models used in making the
decision to repair or replace items of equipment?
Petroleum Industry:
Firm As Statistical models are not normally used
when making decisions as to the repair
or replacement of equipment items.
Firm Si Various statistical models are used in
making repair-replacement decisions*
For low priced-hish incident of
replacement items, simple statistical
models based on experience are used,
while rate of return and pay-out
evaluations are used on the higher
priced- low frequency replacement items*
Firm C: Experience factors are utilized in maki
the decision to repair or replace items
of equipment*
Firm ui The time value criterion, sometimes called
"discounted cash flow rate of return'*
is employed.
I inr. El When necessary and practical, justification
studies are made to guide the decision
making process*
Vehicle Fleet Management:
Firm A: Statistical models are used in the
development of criteria employed in the
decision making process and in
programming for Z^eta Processing*
Firm; Bi Of course, but statistics, averages, and
all other such material should be
weighed in the face of local facts.
Hallway Car Leasing:
1 irm Ai On marginal cars a formula, which takes
into account the various economic
factors is applied before a decision is




Whore: ft Is the rental rate for the item,
£ Is its remaining useful life,
is the operating cost for the
remainder of the Item's useful
life,
C is the estimated cost to repair,
and
X is the net income the car will
produce during its useful life*
After I has been determined a Judgment is
made as to its adequacy. If found
sufficient, the car is repaired;
otherwise, it is replaced.
Marine Transportation Service:
*irm A: Statistical models are not used*
TABU. 15






ietroleum Industry51 4 5 125%
Vehicle fleet Management 1* 7 2 30%
Railway Car Leasing 1 1 100%
Marine Transportation






«See footnote a, Table 6, page 55.




UTILIZATION OF STATISTICAL mi>















aThe term * statistical model" was purposely not defined
In the basic question. The captions that appear here reflect
how the term was interpreted by the respondents.
m firm reported that the method used varied,
depending upon the dollar amounts involved. This accounts for
having one more method reported than there were replies.
veral of the responding firms, in addition to answering
the specific questions, contributed information that explains
further how they make the repair-replacement decision. These
additional comments ere given below.
Firm A: Replacement, generally speaking, is
considered a capital budget decision, and as such, is guided by
conventional project evaluation, when the capital budget is
developed each year, prospective projects are evaluated by local
management and successively screened and accumulated into regional
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programs y divisional programs , and corporate programs. Xhe
world-wide capital budget, including motor vehicle projects, as
divisional line items, is finally subject to approval by the
itoard of directors.
Firm §| using a relatively young company with new
or nearly new equipment, the problem of replacement is not a
pressing one at this time.
iirca C; The Office machine division, which was
recently started, does not have the experience in physical age to
allow us to determine replacement policies*
Firm $1 Because of the many factors that enter
into the analysis of a particular replacement problem, it is
rather difficult to answer "these questions 9 ' by correspondence,
Experience shows that the answers will vary depending upon the
area (geographical) of operation, type of customer, equipment,
and chauffeur.
Firm ih® decision is not whether to retire or
replace, but rather when to retire, Xhe mechanical department
must approve the repair of each estimate before any car can be
repaired.
Firm F ; ihis firm does not presume to advise and
counsel on trucks, since "they are a complex breed of cats."
A contribution that is made in the field of auto fleet Management
is the recommendation of a sound economical replacement policy,
ihls plan envisions replacement at a time when you have gotten
your money's worth of usage out of the old item and it still has
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enough useful life left In it to command a good resale price.
"After ally a good part of fleet management is merely common
sense* You repair a car when it is the logical thing to do; and
you replace a car when that is the logical thins to do."
Firm Q: The interpretation of the many technical
factors that must be considered in establishing economic repair
limits and replacement criteria will vary according to:
1* What type of equipment is under discussion?
2. Was this equipment properly specified to do
the work it is doing?
3* If not, is it over- or under-specified and
in what regard (engine, body, clutch, tires, etc,)?
4» Again, if not, was it properly specified
at first and then subsequently used on other work; and if this
is so, at what chronological point was it diverted?
5* Has the equipment been properly maintained?
if not, in what regard has maintenance fallen short? This factor
by itself could be the reason for the decision to repair or
replace, regardless of other factors*
6# How old is it, how many miles or hours does
it run, and what are the roads and terrain features of the area in
which it operates? £oas it run regularly or spasmodically, once
scheduled, or on an as-needed or stand-by basis?
7* Is the driver or operator fully qualified
for his job? iias his training been on-the-job or more formal,




S, Is the equipment driven or operated by one





Our national survival depends on our ability to come up
with good answers as consistently as possible. Therefore,
we must make defense planning • . • an intellectual rather
than an emotional process. To do so we must turn our
attention to the question of what's right, not who's
right •
*
In studying the manner and method by which American
businessmen decide "what's right M rather than "who's right,"
certain underlying concepts or assumptions have been ascertained*
because these concepts sees* to form the framework and boundaries
which govern the capital expenditure decision making process,
the ten suppositions that have been identified are hereafter
referred to as the laws of Investment Analysis, In view of the
limited scopa of this paper it is realised that there may be
other laws than those that are cited in this study, tsovever,
it is felt that any such additional laws will result more from
aamantics than from further revelations.
In setting forth these concepts, their presentation has
been ordered in a sequence that reflects the importance, from a





laws of Investment Analysis
^w fit 'fo* tfpta^ty 9* -•ctpya fwt &® considered |n maRlnft
the foweatmenfr Uep&^-g+BteffOTnEJ <i9Stafoffl«
As was seen throughout the study each investment decision
was affected by a multitude of diverse and varying factors,
while it is desirable to reduce all of these factors to
quantitative terms and to interrelate them by mathematical means,
it is not always possible to do so. It is essential, therefore,
that the factors which cannot foe quantified or which cannot be
interrelated by mathematics are not ignored in the decision
making process.
ItfM ?£ M The \m^h fti| ,an equipment' s, life s.hould be determined
by frfis own economic i^fe.
An item should be retained and used only so Ions a* the
stream of services that it provides is the most economical way
of procuring these services. In determining the cost of
alternative ways to produce the same services the capital
consumption costs, the cost required to remove and dispose of
the old process, and the salvage value of the old equipment must
be considered. This is necessary to ensure that an item will not
be replaced prior to the end of its economic life, even though
there may have been technological improvements prior to this
point In time. From management^ viewpoint it is not the
cause*- i.e., the veering out of the equipment, the advent of a
better machine, or the disappearance of the n^d for the service
—that is important. What is important is the discovery of the
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point in time when the present machinery no longer provides the
roost efficient and effective way of achieving the given objective
with an acceptable degree of assurance.
4nfftf if3 T it Is the relative, ratfter tftaq tfte absolute, difference
fretween projects or courses o* actj^n ?hat U to>prtant.
It is not the total dollars spent nor the total dollars
that will be earned (or saved) that is material. It is the
amount that could be earned (or saved) for every dollar that is
spent, as compared with what could be earned if some other
expenditure was made, or if no expenditure was m&$&*
^aw, Hf A"- capital expenditure projects should compete equally
for the funds that are available for this purpose.
The identification of the desirability and the attention
that should be given to a specific repair-replacement problem
by category classification is a step toward mediocrity, -uch
methods avoid the true objective (the determination of the most
economical matrix of resources) of investment analysis. While
the classifications of safety, personal comfort, etc., do not
seem to lend themselves to competing with other investments,
such a thought is not true. What has really happened is that
these projects have competed against the group and have
triumphed without having to be examined comparatively, because
the evaluation of the services that will be received as a result
of such decisions has been made implicitly, management most
frequently does not know the relative cost of its actions.
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If, on the other hand, a truly competitive analysis had
been made, the relative cost of these "mandatory" Investments
might have led to a complete reappraisal of the work that
required them. Such reappraisals often result in revision,
modification, or termination of the basic work,
m* 0t **!• analvtjLcal techniques used; |n, foivestment analyses
WW ft® K<*&<folY understandable an<3 must resu^ in, a .more
e^onom^cal use o,| management's t^me tf %t %s to be accepted
Management's use of techniques »n6 formulas is directly
proportional to its confidence in the results they produce and
the time required to use them. iSoth of these components,
particularly the confidence of management, are affected by the
user's knowledge and understanding of the logic and assumptions
that are behind the techniques. The technological level of our
society and the complexities of the business environment, which
have made the modern manager a "jack-of-a 11-trades and master
of none," impedes the adoption of complicated or sophisticated
systems. To be beneficial an analytical technique must be
relatively simple and easily understood.
W ?$ .ttajfrtenance cpsj:s Increase wfrth.ttie.a^e off tfog
sltTiffBffiumt-
Behind this generalization, which is true, lie some of
the most difficult problems encountered in investment analysis.
What is the time shape of an equipment's maintenance costs? How
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can it best be determined? The most frequently used methods seem
to be the manufacturer's recommendations, engineering studies,
and studies of empirical data. While ail have been used
successfully in selected environments, none have been proven
sufficiently versatile for general application.
*«*f Hlf *hq e^qffncy of an, Item p£ equ^pmenip decreases w^th
This principle, which results from the same causes that
produced the previous law, is not the inverse of law #9, At
best there is but a causal relationship between increased
maintenance and decreased efficiency. The importance of these
two law© is the recognition they give of certain basic
principles of physics.
Lay #8, Projections into the future are not accurate and




It does not take an astute observer to come to this
conclusion; however, its importance to the investment decision
cannot be over-eiaphasized. Relatively small changes in the
magnitude of the variables, which involve projections into the
future, can -maKe significant changes in the desirability of the
different alternatives. The project evaluation system should
provide for an automatic re-©valuation of the situation and the
deviations from the original projections.
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M>w y9 t ffhe preparation and maintenance of property, costs, and
operate yecqsflg fa* equipment j,tems ^s ciesirafrie, *>*t M often
conjured, <i9ff. .W^Y or not fea^frie.
Because good decisions require knowledge, one of the real
skills needed by management is the ability to determine which
information is worth the cost of collecting it, frequently, due
to the length of time between requirements to make similar
investment decisions and the uncertainty with which the recorded
information is used, managers often feel that there is no need
for records of this type. Fortunately the majority of today's
decision makers have more foresight than this* Nevertheless,
maximum benefits must be achieved from the records that are
maintained if they are to pay for the cost of keeping them.
law fffrQ, future earnfci^s %M .qfl«S«t ,H9 fre compare^, must; be
Converted $o e^&gjent valuer
.
In the business community it is generally accepted that
the expenditure of a dollar in future years is less costly than
the spending of a dollar today. This is merely the recognition
of the fact that present money, if properly handled, can earn a
rate of return or interest* in investment analysis, because the
cost elements for the different alternatives extend unevenly
over a period of years, it is necessary to equate all costs to a
common value if the comparisons are to be valid.
Xhe Laws of Investment Analysis, as stated above, are as
applicable to the armed forces of the United States as they are
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to American business, j.1though the soal of the business world
is different (maximizing profits; from that of the military
(minimizing cost), the achievement of either is enhanced by
following a plan of action that provides the most economical
proration of capital expenditure dollars. Any system for
analyzing capital investments that has as its purpose the
maximization of resources will have to comply with these general
concepts if it is to be effective*
The factors that were mentioned by the writers (see
page 21) and those that are being used by the surveyed
corporations (see page 56) are not &s applicable to direct use
by the *%;arine Corps as are the Laws of Investment Analysis.
However, by making four modifications and four deletions, the
factors cited by the writers make an excellent b&sic list for
military use. The modifications that are required are:
To
General business Cut look neral world Outlook
<.ture i-iarkets Areas of Possible
Deployment
Future Products Mature of future Wars
Action of Competitors Action of enemies
The items to be deleted pertain to the profit factors
and are:
jture Cash I-arnings,





because the factors listed by the surveyed corporations
support the allegation that there is a considerable amount of
Intuition being used in the analysis of capital investment
projects t these factors are less useful from a military
standpoint. .Uowever, in this group there are three factors that





The listing of Safety as a factor to be considered in
the decision making process should not be construed as negati
the law that all projects should compete equally for the funds
available, Safety is a difficult factor to quantify and its
influence on capital expenditures usually is resolved by a
judgment decision* As stated earlier, this does not remove the
need to determine the relative cost of having made this judgment.
The other two factors have b^&ci included in order to
emphasise the importance of the existence of minimum requirements
and the potential expense of falling to operate overhaul and
rebuild facilities at capacity. There are certain fixed costs
that must be incurred in operating repair plants regardless of
the volume of work accomplished. To fail to utilize the repair
capability to its maximum is to misuse a valuable resource.
The cost elements that were cited by the writers pertain
more to manufacturing'-type operations than to service-type
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operations. . Ithough sll are applicable to the Marine Corps, a
further detailed study of military operations would be required
to determine upon which costs the emphasis should be placed.
heedless to say, the quantifiable elements relating to
revenues are not applicable to the Marine Corps.
The adaptability to use by the military of the more
commonly used commercial investment techniques or formulas is
practically non-existent. This is because ail of these methods
are concerned with developing comparative rates of return or
require the use of minimum attractive rates of return, Only
the M&tl method goes beyond the ranking of projects and attempts
to determine the proper timing for replacement action. However,
the charts used in the MAPI technique, as presently developed,
provide implicitly for such factors as capital consumption and
use of specific tax depreciation methods. This renders their
use by the military impractical.
Still, except for the undesirable intuitive and strict
pay-off methods, this technique is the only one that has any
possibility for conversion to Marine Corps use. By
reconstructing the depreciation curves to show the anticipated
or actual known depreciation rate of military items, usable
charts could be developed. The major drawback to this would be
the requirement to create different charts for each type of
equipment and for each of the different operations 1 conditions
under which such equipments might be used. Another difficulty
that must be weighed is that any such capital consumption curves
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that are developed will confer- in an unknown degree of inaccuracy,
due to man's inability to predict future events. In spite of the
margin of error that would be inherent in such a system, it
would, In all probability, give more satisfactory results than
the present economic repair limit—a limit that declares an item
of general equipment is uneconomical to repair when its repair
or rebuild cost exceeds 65% of its acquisition cost.
In the large, complex, diverse, but formally structured
military organisation, the development and operation of an
effective system for ensuring that the correct alternative
(repair versus replacement) is chosen requires continuous and
intensive support and direction by top management. In today*
s
modern technological world the capital expenditures made today
will dictate the organizational posture that can be achieved
tomorrow—truly a responsibility that deserves upper hierarchical
attention.
Before discussing the development and constituents of
such a decision making system, it should be pointed out, as was
stated in the Introduction, that the Marine Corps does have a
usable procedure for solving this problem. However, inasmuch as
this paper is not a study of that system, the comments that
follow are made without specific regard to it.
The first task that must be undertaken in establishing
this decision making process is to define the scope and
objectives of the system. This is no mean task in itself. Is
the objective the ensuring of the most economical use of the
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equipment? Is it to ensure the fullest utilization of the Corps'
maintenance capabilities? If so, which are the most important—
those of operating units or the depot facilities? is it to
provide the most effective combination of new and repaired items
within available resources?
It is suggested that unless this last-mentioned item is
the true objective, the establishment of the system will not be
worth the effort, whatever objectives are chosen, they must be
clearly defined and thoroughly explained,
following closely on the heels of this task is the
necessity of formulating policy, ihe current Haris* Corps
directives and publications are quite adequate in this respect.
They set forth the necessary guidelines under which the
maintenance program will be performed,
thin the framework of the procedure set forth by the
defined objectives and the published policies, management must
now identify the factors and cost elements that are to be
considered in the making of the actual decisions. Xhe factors
citeci by the writers of the literature on investment analysis,
as modified earlier in this Chapter, are offered as a starting
point for creating an all-inclusive Harine Corps list.
Additional research would have to be conducted to determine the
actual cost elements that should be considered.
A final step that must be performed by upper management
is the development of the actual technique or formula that is to
be used in making the individual repair or replacement decision.
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It is envisioned that the technique will have to be sufficiently
flexible to allow for the automatic changing of the consideration
Siven to the different factors as a result of variations in them*
For example, as the availability of maintenance dollars versus
new procurement dollars changes, the technique should yield
different answers when applied, all other factors and cost
elements remaining the same*
The organisation structure that is evolved to perform
these functions can take many forms, Che one that is actually
adopted must provide for the coordination of the responsibilities
that have been mentioned, namely j the determination of the scope
of the system, setting the objectives, promulgating policy,
identifying the influencing factors and cost elements, and the
development of the formula or technique for the specific
decision malein® situation.
The operating elements of the organization will now, in
accordance with the directions provided by established policy,
quantify the factors and cost elements to be used and will make
the actual decision to repair or replace. It is necessary that
the system give the operating manager, who is to make the
decision, the data that he cannot collect from within his own
organization. As nearly as possible, this type of information
should be provided implicitly by the formula adopted.
The task of quantifying the factors and cost elements is
basically the accumulation of data and the maintenance of records,
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This task should be performed at the Lowest possible level in
the hierarchy. This does not mean that the data so generated
will he retained at this level. Periodically such data must be
accumulated and forwarded to the upper management coordinator
for individual analysis and for use in the re-evaluation of the
entire decision making process., lop management must perform
these audits to ensure the continued validity of the system,
Because of the consequence of equipment breakdown and
the lead time involved in procuring replacement items, the
repair-replacement decision must b® anticipated and often must
be mad® In advance* This means some form of pre-planning is
necessary, in the Marine Corps the budget is used for this
purpose. Unfortunately, the investment expenditures are
intermingled with ail other costs Chat are anticipated by the
budgeting unit. It is impossible, from the budget documents
submitted, to determine whether adequate thought and
consideration have been given to the investment decisions that
may arise during the budget period, Further, these budgets
cannot be used to determine the number of items that would be
available for complete rebuild at the depot repair facilities,
nor do they provide &.ny indication of the number of new items
that should be requested in the Marine Corps procurement
appropriations *
The present Marine Corps method for ensuring financial
siipport for the repair-replacement problem is considered
inadequate. It is believed that the development and use of a
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separate maintenance and capital budget is mandatory. By
havin$ the maintenance and investment dollars together in a
single budget and appropriation, the interchangeabllity of
dollars to support the proper decision will eliminate the
hoarding and hiding of valuable resources because it is feared
that equipments will have to be maintained beyond their
economical life. In addition, any insufficiency of funds and
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